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CLUB NEWS
FROM CLUB CHAIRMAN ROGER BROWN, G3LOP As I come to the end of
my term of office, I wish to thank you all for the support
you have given my throughout the past 12 months.
I have tried to meet everyone's requirements, although not
making everyone happy, generally it's been good.
What better way to end my term than the super evening we had
with Jim Smith, VK9NS, and his charming XYL Kirsty.
Personally,
it was good to see Jim again after an absence of
about 16 years, having done many WPX contests with him at RAF
Locking, HQ RAFARS, G8FC in the middle sixties, and to hear
him talk about his experiences of P29, VK9 and, of course,
VKO, Heard Island!
THE YEARLY REVIEW MEETING WILL BE HELD AT 1500 HOURS ON
SATURDAY 19TH JULY 1986 AT THE QTH OF LOUIS LAWES, G3ZTM (2
Ashley Drive, Walton on Thames, Surrey). A BUFFET WILL BE
PROVIDED AT A SMALL CHARGE.
(A map of how to reach Louis' QTH is appended to this
newsletter)
It was pleasing to see in this month's Radio Communication
CDXC members contributing to high scores and placings in the
AFS contest of last January, and also to hear of members'
participation in the recent HF NFD. Good operating skills,
not channelled in just one direction, but many!
An interesting come-back on my profile last month, that CDXC
member Clive Burchell, G3NKQ, has as his near neighbour in
Germany Frank, G3IDC, ex-VS1FJ, who was my neighbour in
Singapore! It's certainly a small world!
Thank you again, it's been an honour being Chairman of CDXC.
73 de Roger, G3LQP

FROM THE EDITOR

Another rather hurried newsletter, but it
should contain all the vital information, particularly about

the annual meeting. If it's DX news you are after, then what
can I say? The 3COA operation seems to have given new life to
old DXers, and the Hambank number has been besieged with
calls (Bren counted no less than 17 messages on there this
weekend).
Talking about 3COA, this turned out to be relatively easy to
work, which is just as well because several CDXC members were
in need. The QSL route is to TROA. At the time of writing
they had been worked in the UK on 80, 40, 20 and 15.

IOTA activity continues apace and both Roger and Bren can no
count Bren was
looking for his 270th island which
is some going. Henderson

doubt provide full details. At the last

Island, in the form of Sir Walter Raleigh DXpeditioners VR6NP
and VR6HIJL, was a nice one which is riot likely to be
reactivated in a hurry. Unfortunately I missed it!
Steve Lowe, G4JVG, who will be known to many CDXC members, is
now back in Sweden for a year and hopes to be active as soon
as possible. He is also talking about some operation from
both Aland Island and Market Reef while he is over there. No
doubt we will hear more if his plans materialise. If any of
you need to contact him, I have an address.
Forthcoming
operations are summarised
in the attached
calendar, courtesy of Brendan. DXNS for more information.
Thanks also to Brendan for stepping in to the breach with the
printing and circulation of this issue of the newsletter at a
time when John, G4PEO, was out of circulation. All being well
you should receive it before the end of June.

NEW BANDS

It occurred to me that members may be interested in
sharing their achievements on the new bands by way of some
sort of league table. The official journals (Rad Comm, etc)
do not include the WARC bands in their league tables for very
good reasons, but I see no harm in including scores here if
members are interested. If you are a WARC bands enthusiast,
perhaps you would like to give me your scores to date in time
for the next newsletter so that we can see what people have
been able to achieve so far. I know that G3GIQ, G3KMA and
G4FAM, for instance, have all been quite successful to date,
and it might prove an encouragement to others to get on those
bands if they see what can be worked.
That's it for this time. I look forward to seeing many of you
on the 19th. And don't forget the HF Convention on 28th
September. The evening CDXC buffet will cost £5-50 this year
and ought to be another winner. Already ONSNT, ON5KL and
PAOHIP have expressed their intention to be at the
Convention, and there are still 3 months to go.
73

Til
Til
Til
Til

Jun 30
Jul
Jul 2
Jul 4

TV6BFI
Aug 23-24
HIOJR
Sep ?
XL7 pfx by VE7s
Sep 6-7
TV6KAR
Sep 13-14
Til Jul 6?
3COA by TR8's
Sep 20-21
Til Jul 10
FOOASJ by NSDD
Sept 23-?
Til Jul 31
ON7IP/ST2
Sep 27-28
Til Dec 1
JW7FD Bear Island
Sep 28
Jun 25-Jul 2/9 OY by LA's
Oct??
Tun 27-29
TP2CE
Oct 4-5
Jun 27-Jul 7
SX1MBA
Oct 11-12
Jun 28-29
RSGB 1.8MHz Ctst
Oct 12
Jun 28-Jul 2
VC, pfx by VE7s
Oct 14-28
Jun 29
10m Activity Day
Oct 19
Jun 29-Jul 2
ZY2 prefixes
Oct 25 - 26
Jun 29-Jul 5
2V2 prefixes
Nov 29-30
Jun SO-Jul 25
EU 32 FE6AXP/RE
Jul 1
Canada Day Contest
Jul 1-3
W6EUF/OHO
Jul 1-30
EU-64 by F6HMV/P
Jul 2-6
YM3KA
Jul 3-31
EU-95 by F5TV/P
Jul 4-24
ZK1 by GBOSWR?
Jul 5-6
YV SSB Contest
Jul 7-Aug 11
FOOFE by WB6GFJ
Jul 8-15
OHOMD/OJO M Reef
Jul 9-15
VP2M by W's
Jul 10-??
S Georgia/VP8BGO??
Jul 10-13
GWOEJE/P Ramsey Is
Jul 10-24
TF/0Y by LA's
Jul 11-22
FP by KIRH/W1CCN
Jul 11-31
9H3DX by DF2UU
Jul 12-13
IARU HF Championship
Jul 12-13
RSGB SWL Contest
Jul 12-14
EU-95 Pomegues Is
Jul 12-14
EU-104 Sanguinaires
Jul 14-31
3A by DFSAN
Jul 15-22
EU-103 Saltee Is
Jul 19
AGCW-DL QRP Contest
Jul 19-20
Colombian Contest
Jul 19-20
SEANET CW Contest
Jul 25-26
GW4OFQ/P St Tudwal's Is?
Jul 25-26
EU-48 Chevaux Is
Jul 26-27
Texas Armadillo Run
Jul 26-27
County Hunters CW Ctst
Jul 26-27
YV CW Contest
Jul 27-Aug 2
HSOC by JHIMSS
Jul 26-Aug 3
KH8 by GBOSWR?
Jul 28-31
EU-48: F6BNO/F6FWW
Jul 31-Aug 27
EU-65 by F2TO/P
Jul last wk
EU-71 by TF1PS
Jul last 2 wks NA-14 by VOIQF?
Aug ?
EU-62 Vikna Is
Aug ?
VS6CT/KP2 ?
Aug 4-12
5W by GBOSWR?
Aug 8-16
EU-105 Ile de Batz
Aug 9-10
European CW Contest
Aug 14-18
3D2 by GBOSWR?
Aug 15-17
EU-62 by LA9PX
Aug 16-17
SEANET SSB Contest
Aug 16-17
New Mexico 080 Party
-

All Asian CW Ctst
Jerba Is by DLIFZ??
OZ Field Day (SSB/CW)
European SSB Contest
Scandinavian CW Cont.
ZA2AOP by OKs ???
Scandinavian SSB Cont.
RSGB HF Cony. Oxford
Peter 1st by KD7P?
IRSA World Championship
Pennsylvania OSO Party
RSGB 21/28 mhz SSB Ctst
GM3YOR/4S7
RSGB 21mhz CW Contest

COWW DX SSB Contest
COWW DX CW Contest

WILLIS ISLAND, A DXERS PARADISE By DJ9ZB.
Willis Ishind is an Australian Possesion situated in the Coral Sea with
co-ordinates latitude 16 ° 17'16" and logitude of 149 ° 57'50". Initially,
established in 1921 as a costal radio station, operated by AWA, it is now a
Commonwealth Meteorological Bureau Weather Station and its observations are
used in the preparation of routine forecasts. These reports also have an
important role in the tropical cyclone warning system. Australian amateurs,
during a tour of duty on the island, have given many a new DXCC country.
One early amateur on the island was John-VK4JQ, who operated both phone and
CW in late 1963. Mid 1964 saw VK4MV active on CW and the DX column of
November 1967 Amateur Radio noted; 'Willis Island: John-VK4IIG having a few
minor troubles. On the last air'drop his 10 and 15 meter gear went into the
drink beyond the reef. So look for John now only on 20 meter SSB.'
One amateur, Gavin, then VK4EV and now VK3HY, did some time on the island
in 1968 and enjoyed having some 1500 contacts whilst using a 'Home-Brew'
Phasing type transmitter with an output of fifty watts PEP to a ground
plane on 20 meter, a half wave dipole on 80 meter and 6 meter was not
forgotten by a 2 element beam and a 'Home-Brew' receiver. After his return
back home, Gavin received cards direct and via the bureau for nearly ten
years.
Gavin's period of duty missed out on the cyclone season, but a previous
crew in early 1957 were lashed by cyclonic winds that the anemometer
recorded as 108 knots, followed the next day by 104 knots. This is the
highest windspeed ever recorded in Eastern Australia. Concrete bunkers have
been built for such occurences and they are equiped with basic necessities.
Another station that had an enjoyable time on Willis Island was
Kevin-VK9ZC, now VK4AKC. Kevin's tour was in 1973 and, with a new licence,
an FT101, the esentials to make a quad and plenty of enthusiasm, Kevin soon
made friends worldwide. It was also a big opportunity to use radio as a
means of talking back home for the rest of the group Amateur Radio was an
instant hit and became a hobby for them all, so much so that when the RD
contest time came along, Kevin was relieved of all his rostered duties for
the twenty-four hour period, with the proviso that he stayed on the
microphone. Kevin edured and stayed on the microphone,. was waited on hand
and foot with nourishment and encouragement and won the VK9 segment of the
contest.
Kevin, being interested in VHF, decided that the very spasmodic TV
reception from Townsville could be improved by constructing a
'VK9ZC-Special', which was a 6 element yagi with mast head amplifier.
Results were disappointing, so attention wais paid to Channel 9, Cairns,
with the construction of an 11 element mi. Results were promising but at
least another 10 dB of signal was needed to make consistent viewing
possible.
Back to the drawing board, or rather the erecting of antennas with exotic
designs being tried and enthusiastic assistance in erection and testing
coming from all. Long wires, Vees and others were tried, however a stacked
Rhombic with 200 foot long axix won the day and allowed TV viewing with
watchable signals about five nights per week and provided much
entertainmept to the lonely four. Kevin had in excess of 2400 DX contacts
during his stay, although there was much heavy going as, within hours of
coming on the air, the whole world wanted to work him for a new country
and, as to 15 minutes to acknowledge one call. QSLs were handled promptly
by transferring log data from day to day with his manager. One Bureau and
Radio Technical Officier, who travelled extensively to many of the Bureau's
remote areas for periods of duty, spent an enjoyable stay on the island.
Dave-VK9ZD, now VK3DIIF, went staight to Willis Island, five weeks after
arriving home from twelve months duty at Macquarie Island. Apart from
working DX on all bands and notching up some 3000 QSOs, photography was
another hobby that helped pass the time and many of duty hous were spend
exploring the rock pools exposed at low tide and photographing an abundance
of marine life which lives in the tropical waters. One restriction imposed
on the inhabitants of Willis Island is that of swimming in the open sea
because of shark infestation.

_

.

Another fascination

of the crew that spend the time on Willes Island during
Dave's trip was the collection of shells from the shoreline. To get the
best specimens it was
important to be on the scene bright and early, when
the tide was out, and it is believed that Dave has an extensive shell
collection. There is plenty of wildlife on Willis apart from the tropical
fish there are thousand upon thousands of birds. There are varying species
from the flightless Landrail to the majestic Frigate bird, which has a wing
span of up two meters. Not to be
forgotten are numerous turtles, especially
in the breeding season. Dave and Mike, one of the weather observers, found
some turtle eggs and successfully hatched them in generator
room.
Eventually the sad day came to release them to their natural habitat, with
one so reluctant to go that it had to be carried out into the sea.
Dave has used another call, VKOIII from Heard Islan in early 1983.
Following Dave was Mike, VK9ZG, now VK6AMM who in less than five months had
8001) contacts in the log, these being mainly on 15 and 20 meters, though
some 300 were made on 6 meters. Mike's equipment consisted of a Kenwood
TS120S and a 3 element Triband beam T113Jr.
Tony-V19711 has excelled himself with the number of QS0s during his stay.
Tony volunteered that he had notched up in excess of 10.000 contacts so far
and he still had a short time to go. All his logbook information has been
transferred to his OSL-manager Gill-VK6YL who is going to have to smile
kindly at the friendly postman because it will be coming in by the hag
full. The observers on Willis Island weather station live a busy live, even
though their workload is spaced via shiffts. Every three hours there are
such things to be done as noting cloud conditions, temperature and
humidity, wind speed and direction, visibility and rainfall. Every six
hours a balloon flight is set and subsequently tracked by radar and the
observations plotted. In addition a Radiosonde flight is done every day,
usually in the morning. It has been virtually an impossiblity to list all
the amateurs that have visited and operated from Willis. Post 1970 calls in
the VK9 allocation have been VETZB, ZC, ZD, ZG,,711, ZA, ZR, ZB.
It is hoped that many more VK97.?s will be active in the future.
Occasionally, the island does have unexpected visitors. From its inception
there are stories of vessels anchored offshore, and during World War II a
sighting of an enemy submarine and the contents od Willi's armoury to
defend their possession consisted of a single .303 rifle. The sighting of a
yacht in late 1973 caused much speculation and invitations to come ashore
were accepted. The ladies and gentlemen from the vessel, which was on a
world cruise, enjoyed a pleasant evening, including dinner and allowed mail
to he hastily written atithe next port by the visitors. Another visitor to
the island has been Ilarry-VK2F1.71,, a DXpeditioner of note, who enjoyes doing
the 'impossible'. Harry has been visited Willis whilst en route from
Mellish Reef in the yacht 'Banyandah' and operated with the call VK9ZR.
This and any visit to the island is always welcome, but on this occasion it
allowed the dropping in of a few extra supplies and taking away a few
letters to he posted to relatives and friends hack home.
Willis Island is important not only as a daily observation and key element
in the bureau's cyclone warning network. Willis Island, a Commonwealth
Possesion, an important link to Australians weather forecasting system that
affects us all, and a separate DXCC country will not become a forgotten
island, as some pessimistic amateurs may suggest.
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B

PROPAGATION NOTES
The middle of summer is not exactly the time of peak DX activity!
However, there are opportunities for the keener members. The above
charts show grey lines at A. London sunrise and B. London sunset
around mid-July. It is obvious that those with an LF bent will not get
much sleep. Good evening openings on the low bands into Africa and
South America are possible, as long as the summer ORN keeps off.
Morning openings into Africa are also on the cards, with the entire
continent still in darkness at UK sunrise.
Morning openings into the Pacific on 20m lessen with the long days,
but there are still early paths into F08, VR6, W6 and even KL7. 15 and
10 are both fairly quiet during the middle of the day BUT, this is
usually because people don't try them. The 3COA operation has proved
that there is still excellent propagation on 10m during late
morning/early afternoon into Africa.
Despite the recent lift in conditions, the experts remind us that it
is sometime before the sunspots begin to climb - sometime in 1987
seems to be generally accepted. The recent lift was caused by a
cluster of "old" spots at the solar equator. "New" spots appear at
high solar latitudes and are of opposite polarity to "old" ones.
Just because
the house needs painting and the grass is 10 feet high,
there is still no excuse for going ORT! Good DX.

RADIO AMATEUR PREFIX COUNTRY/ZONE LIST
This, the list all DXers
need, is produced by Geoff Watts, Founder Editor of DXNS. The list
extends to 15 pages and includes for each country fullest
details of
regular and special prefixes and of those which have become obsolete
in the last 10 years, ITU Callsign blocks, Continent, DXCC Status, CO
and ITU Zone numbers. Additional information is included about
Antarctic
Stations and much more. Everything is
arranged
alpha-numerically in order of prefix and the list is ideal for DXers,
Contesters and SWLs. The cost is 41 for UK and 6 1RCs/$2 for overseas
subscribers (sent Air Mail) from:
Geoff Watts, 62 Belmare Road, Norwich NR7 OPU, England.

"For last time,
I will NOT
approve 1Z9A
for Burma!!"

FotO W4WMQ

CHILTERN DX CLUB
STATEMENT OF ACCOUNTS 1985/31.5.86

Balance 12.4.85

25.11

Cash held by G3GIQ

7.55

Income: Subscriptions
31 members at £8 each
1 member at £4

248
4

Bank interest

5.82

Total

£257.82

257.82

£290.48
Expenditure: Awards

Nil

Chairman

10

Newsletter

27.39

Secretary

24.00

Treasurer

Nil
£61.39

Balance

£61.39
£229.09

Provisional, subject to audit.
G3YJI
12/6/86

